A BLACK 360º EXPERIENCE
Private document

PRAGUE , VIENNA, BERLIN & AMSTERDAM 360°
EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
1º Day: Prague
Arrival to Prague.
Private transfer from airport to hotel in Mercedes S Class.
Check-in at the hotel.

Evening at leisure.
Accommodation at The Rocco Forte Hotel, The Augustine.
http://www.theaugustine.com/
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PRAGUE , VIENNA, BERLIN & AMSTERDAM 360°
EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
2º Day: Prague
Breakfast at the hotel.
Private city tour & visit of the Astronomical clock and National Theater with guide, entrances
not included.
Step into the Old Town Square in Prague and journey back in time. With its ancient buildings
and magnificent churches, this is one of the most beautiful historical sights in Europe. Over
the centuries buildings of Romanesque, Baroque and Gothic styles were erected around the
market, each bringing with them stories of wealthy merchants and political intrigue.
Experience a medieval world wonder: the Old Town Astronomical Clock!
Every hour, hundreds of tourists from all over the world with cameras at the ready gather in
front of the Old Town Hall to enjoy the fascinating mechanical performance which in the
Middle Ages was considered one of the wonders of the world. The Prague Astronomical
Clock, which for 600 years has been one of the greatest treasures of the city, still amazes
people with its procession of Apostles, moving statues and visualization of time like no other
instrument in the world.
The National Theatre in Prague is a stunning Neo-Renaissance building dating from
1868-83. It is instantly recognizable from the river, its golden roof gleaming in the sunshine
on fine weather days. The theatre is set on the Old Town bank of the River Vltava, one bridge
along from Charles Bridge. For Czech people, the National Theatre is one of the most
important cultural institutions in Prague - since inception, a symbol of the Czech National
Revival.

Accommodation at The Rocco Forte Hotel, The Augustine.
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3º Day: Prague
Breakfast at the hotel.
Day at leisure.
Accommodation at The Rocco Forte Hotel, The Augustine.

4º Day: Prague
Breakfast at the hotel.
Day at leisure.
Accommodation at The Rocco Forte Hotel, The Augustine.
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PRAGUE , VIENNA, BERLIN & AMSTERDAM 360°
5º Day: Prague - Vienna
Breakfast at the hotel.
Check out from hotel.
Private transfer from hotel to airport in Mercedes S Class.
Flight Prague - Vienna.
Private transfer from airport to hotel in Mercedes E class.
Check in at the hotel.
Dinner in Restaurant Bristol (Three-Course Menu, drinks not included). The restaurant is
walking distance within the hotel ( approx. 15 minutes).
Viennese Fiaker (horse-drawn carriage) drive from Restaurant Bristol to the concert hall.
After a delicious dinner a page in a Mozart costume will escort you to the Viennese Fiaker
(horse-drawn carriage) waiting in front of the Restaurant. You will be driven to the Concert
Hall. The concert begins at 20:15. The best seats have been reserved for you. You will be
presented with a souvenir program book and a CD recording of the Vienna Mozart Orchestra.
Vienna Mozart Orchestra in Konzerthaus - Great Hall in VIP area with a glass of sparkling or a
soft drink.
Accommodation at the Do & Co Hotel.
http://www.docohotel.com/en/

6º Day: Vienna
Breakfast at the hotel.
Day at leisure.
Accommodation at the Do & Co Hotel.
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7º Day: Vienna
Breakfast at the hotel.
Private transfer for city tour in Mercedes E class.
Private city tour & visit of Schönbrunn Palace & Belvedere Palace (4 hours, driver & official
guide), entrances not included.
Schönbrunn Palace is a former imperial 1,441-room Rococo summer residence in modern
Vienna, Austria. One of the most important cultural monuments in the country, since the
1960s it has been one of the major tourist attractions in Vienna.
Belvedere Palace is a summer palace commissioned by Prince Eugene of Savoy and is situated
between Rennweg and Schweizergarten. Its name, which refers to the unique view over
Vienna, originates from the time of Maria Theresia.
Accommodation at the Do & Co Hotel.

8º Day: Vienna - Salzburg
Breakfast at the hotel
Vienna - Salzburg with the train at08h30 .
Salzburg is a storybook of Austria. Standing beside the fast-flowing Salzach river, your gaze is
raised inch by inch to the Altstadt’s mosaic of graceful domes and spires, the formidable clifftop fortress and the mountains beyond. It’s a view that never palls. It’s a backdrop that did the
lordly prince-archbishops and home-grown genius Mozart proud.
Salzburg - Vienna with the train at 18h08
Accommodation at the Do & Co Hotel.
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9º Day: Vienna - Berlin
Breakfast at the hotel.
Check out from hotel.
Private transfer from hotel to airport in Mercedes E class.
Flight Vienna - Berlin.
Private transfer from Berlin Tegel airport to hotel in Mercedes E class.
Check in at the hotel.

Accommodation at the Regent Hotel.

10º Day: Berlin
Breakfast at the hotel.
Day at leisure.
Accommodation at the Regent Hotel.
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11º Day: Berlin - Potsdam
Breakfast at the hotel.
Round trip Berlin - Potsdam in train (many different train options)
Potsdam is the capital city of the German federal state of Brandenburg. It is the perfect place
for a day trip to escape hipster Berlin.
The yellow Sanssouci palace is particularly pretty. The summer home of Prussian emperor
Frederick the Great, Sanssouci is built in the Rococo style.
Accommodation at the Regent Hotel.

12º Day: Berlin
Breakfast at the hotel.
Day at leisure.
Transfer to the dinner
Dinner & Concert in Charlottenburg Palace (18:00 - 22:15)
Transfer to the hotel
Accommodation at the Regent Hotel.
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13º Day: Berlin - Amsterdam
Breakfast at the hotel.
Private transfer from hotel to Berlin Tegel Airport in Mercedes E class.
Flight Berlin - Amsterdam.
Private transfer from airport to hotel in Mercedes S class
Check in at the hotel.
Evening at leisure.
Accommodation at the Grand Hotel AMRATH Amsterdam.
http://www.amrathamsterdam.com/default-en.html

14º Day: Amsterdam
Breakfast at the hotel.
Amsterdam walking city tour with the canal cruise with official guide, entrances not included.
You will visit top attractions including the Royal Palace, the National Monument and the
Albert Cuyp Market. On the canal cruise, you will see other highlights of the city such as Anne
Frank House, the Skinny Bridge and the old port.

Visit of Gassan diamond factory:
Amsterdam has been known internationally as the ‘City of Diamonds’ for over 425 years. In
fact, the brilliant cut, which originated in Amsterdam, is also known as the ‘Amsterdam cut’. If
you would like to find out all about carats, colors, clarity and cuts, and learn about some of the
history of this Amsterdam craft at the same time, join one of the free guided tours held seven
days a week at Gassan Diamonds. Entrances not included.
Accommodation at the Grand Hotel AMRATH Amsterdam.
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15º Day: Departure
Breakfast at the hotel.
Private transfer from hotel to Airport.
Departure flight.

This is an exclusive experience.
Please understand that we did not have the chance to know you thoroughly.
It has been prepared only for you based on the information you have provided.
Just imagine what we could do if you would share more of your secrets with us.
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